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LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMUNITIES COMMITTEE  

CALL FOR VIEWS ON THE NON-DOMESTIC RATES (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM NICK EDWARDSON 

I write regarding the proposal in Section 10 of the proposed Non Domestic Rates (Scotland) 
Bill to remove eligibility to claim charitable relief from non-domestic rates from mainstream 
independent schools. 

A rise in non-domestic rates will, for independent schools, be a real cost. It will not be the 
paper exercise which rates changes are for schools under local authority control where no 
money changes hands and the school’s operations are entirely unaffected. 

The proposal fails to take account of the implications of the additional financial burden 
which would fall upon those independent schools.  It also fails to understand that there will 
be a knock-on effect for state-funded schools.  I strongly urge that the proposals be 
rejected. 

Independent schools do not have infinite resources and, faced with the additional costs 
which this bill would cause, they will have two choices – either to raise revenue or to lower 
their overall cost base. 

Raising revenues means increased charges for “customers”, fees for existing parents or 
access charges for all to facilities which are often currently free to local communities under 
current legislation.  If the additional costs are passed on to parents through increased fees 
there will undoubtedly be some who are no longer able to afford them.  There is no 
suggestion that additional funds will be provided for the additional facilities, staff and so 
forth which may be required for children returning to the state sector.  The likelihood is a 
further strain on an already over-stretched state sector. 

Lowering the cost base will impact the services these schools provide and the simplest way 
to protect existing customers from this will be to remove subsidised fees and bursaries or to 
reduce/remove the provision of free and/or subsidised facilities for local communities.  Both 
of these are important elements of what independent schools currently provide and are 
surely not the intention of the bill. 

I therefore strongly urge that the proposal be rejected. 
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